
EDITORIAL
Separatists hordes

Listeninto og Christie, Elmer Knudsen and the
separatist hodeZbZI away makes me nauseated. These
people are not theater of the absurd; theyre theater of the
stupid.

This mythical "force" of Western Separatism we are
supposed to recognize and deal with is littie more than a ragtag
coe1etion of blue-chip capitalists (with or witýout money)
devoted to the cause of Economic Progress. Their arguments
for separatism, such as they may be, do not address the issues
nor explore the consequences in any systematic fashion.

Instead, they plead for the support of the naive .and the
unintelligent who may be easily swayed by arguments as
sophisticated as: "if we quite subsidizing the east (especially
the french) we would ail be 50-to 60 percent richer." Soîne
people may be 50 to 60 percent richer, but yôu can bet your gas
tank it wouldn't be you or me.

If it we ren't- for this element Of big business interest
hehind some of the western separatists, we could just Iaugh at
them. As it stands, bowever, we must recognize the nature of
their support, especially when somebne attempts to compare
Western with Quebec separatism.

The West does not exist as a distinct cultural entity,
although it does possess some unique features. t is not a
distinct political entity either. It is, like it or not, part of
Canada, and it is witbin this framework that Canadians must
work out whatever differences-exist.

Keith Krause

Money in a sock
The university' s plan to invest its $ 14.4 million land sale

windfall as an endowment fund is commendable. And the
decision to spend the proceeds (about $ 1.25 million per year in
interest) largely on research is also desirable.

But what is really important is that the plan is designed to
fund areas flot covered by provincial government funding. The
reason for this merits a close look.

The university and student groups continually complain
of government underfunding of university operations.
Instruction, equipment and libraries are among the areas that
would obviously benefit f rom an extra $ 1.2 5 million per year.
But the university has decided instead to devote the funds to
special areas of research that would otherwîse remain
unfunded-

Research is undeniably a worthy. recipient of extra
funding. But was it chosen freely over ail other alternatives, or
chosen only after instruction, equipment and libraries (ail of
direct benefit to students) were ruled out?

What would happen if the university decided to spend the
money in these areas bard hit by government fundîng
cutbacks? The government would probably reduce its
operating grant to the university by the amount of the
endowment fund. This would leave the univers4ty no further
ahead than it was without the fund.

Regardless of the reasons released for public consump-
tion, it seems obvious that there was considerable risk just this
would happen. Faced with this risk, the university had little
choioe but to place the bonus funds beyond the governmnent's
reach: in areas of research not funded by the government.

It is unfortunate the ijniversity is so restricted by the
Lougbeed'government's funding policies that it cannot spend
this extra money where students need it most. ieWlr
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Running
1 refuse to respond to tbe

frivolous and superficial Gateway
reader survey and instead, bave
decided to commit my thougbts to
paper, in the vain hope that the
editorial board will consent to
publish a letter written by somne
other than semi-literate engineers
or right-wing Bible-thumpers.

Unfortunately, the Gateway,
like its more illustrious parent
newspapers, the Joutnal- and the
Sun, bas become a tool of the
bourgeoisie, restrainîng itself
from comment on any issue of
major significance. The Alberta-
Ottawa conflict, perhaps the most
important event since the founda-
tion of the Dominion, bas been
greeted with almost deafening
silence. Premier Lougheed, im-
perialist lackey, is on the very
brink of selling out Western
Canada to the American mul-
tinational corporations, the real
owners of Alberta and you, Mr.
Krause, are content to sit on the
fence, like some medieval
philosopher in a world of vacilla-
tion, feafful to adopt a viewpoint
in case it gets shot to pieces by the
running dogs of the Right.
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Cartoon a cruel toke
Your editorial cartoon of

November 12 demands im-
mediate rebuttal and denounce-
ment of its borribly sarcastic
punch line. The cartoonist,
althougb visually well informed of
the facts relatîng the long-term
effects of "pot" smoking to one's
genetic makeup and its possible
side-effects, bas nonetheless

You missed the boat
Brothers and Sisters,

1 must commend you on your
attention to sucb important
matters as industrial carcinogens
(Gateway, November 18, page 1).
0f course, it is of great concern to
Albertans if the cancer mortàlity
rate is to rise in the next few years.

However, 1 amn puzzled at
your decision that Dr. Epstein's
comments are of interest to
Gateway readers only when made
in Waterloo and not when made
in Edmonton.

Why did the Gateway choose
toignore Dr. Epstein's presenta-
tion in October at a Faculty of
Extension seminar? Dr. Epstein
made ail the comments your story
contained to a group of Edmon-
ton unionists, business people and
health professionals a month ago.Perhaps, the importance or
this matter was only brought
home to you when you saw it

carried in your wire service. it is
unfortunate that this good
judgment is only exbibited by
people who are not in a position ta
have extensive impact on the
Gatewa'y's news coverage.

Fraternally yours
Alison Thomson

Medicine Il

/page fosr Th'r'ray, November 20, 1980.

thoughtlessly disregarded the
feelings and handicaps incurred to
the people and families of those
wbo have suffered these terrible
side-effects.

Is it not enough for these
people, who bave learned the bard
way, to bave this cruel joke poked
at them? Perhaps the Gateway
should print a cartoon which
illustrates the beneficial effects of
milk on one's bones instead and an
apology to those who bave beenstricken by the drug's mutating
side-effects - some neàrly as bad
as the poor cbap illustrated on
November 12.

Glenn Berry

Geology 1Iig

Just a tuck?
1 arn curious? Wbat services

do the twilight tuck-in gentlemen
actually perform? Are a bedtimç
story, a lullabye, and a good night
kiss althat can be looked forward
to? Or, is thîs a front for one more
of those slea'zy operations which
are permeating our society?

1 would be very interested to
read in your paper, a verbal
reconstructiono the events of the
night by a few of ihe girls who '
have been tucked in. No names of
course, just honesty. I think that
the potential consumer is entitled
to know.

Name withheld by request
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